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IT Audit, Control, and Security (Wiley Corporate F&A)John Wiley & Sons, 2010


	WELCOME TO THE WORLD of IT Audit, Control, and Security. Much has

	changed in information technology (IT) auditing since we published our

	first edition of this book when we were then called Computer Auditors. Back

	in those days, traditional mainframe or legacy computer systems were still common, we

	had difficulty envisioning...
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Focus On Mod Programming in Quake III Arena (The Premier Press Game Development Series)Course Technology PTR, 2002
You've seen the cool mods that other developers have created for games like Quake. Now you're ready to try it for yourself. All you need to dive in and start designing is a copy of Quake III, a creative idea, and this book! Master the fundamental skills you'll need as you start with the basics of mod development and Quake III weapons programming....
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Upgrading and Repairing Laptop ComputersQue, 2003
Beyond cutting edge, Scott Mueller goes where no computer book author has gone  before--right past all the warranty stickers, the hidden screws, and the fear  factor to produce a real owner's manual that every laptop owner should have on  his desk. This book shows the upgrades users can perform, the ones that are  better left to the manufacturer,...
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Laptops All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
10 books in 1 — your key to success with your laptop!
    Your one-stop guide to setting up, using, and troubleshooting a laptop    

    Who'd have thought there was so much to know about such a compact, convenient device? You need this handy book! It helps you pick a laptop, decide what extras...
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Designing InteractionsMIT Press, 2007
Digital technology has changed the way we interact with everything from the games we play to the tools we use at work. Designers of digital technology products no longer regard their job as designing a physical objectÐ²Ð‚”beautiful or utilitarianÐ²Ð‚”but as designing our interactions with it. In Designing Interactions,...
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Wicked Cool Shell ScriptsNo Starch Press, 2004
This cookbook of useful, customizable, and fun scripts gives you the tools to solve common Linux, Mac OS X and UNIX problems and personalize your computing environment.

The UNIX shell is the main scripting environment of every Linux, Mac OS X and UNIX system, whether a rescued laptop or a million-dollar mainframe. This cookbook of...
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Backup & RecoveryO'Reilly, 2006
 Packed with practical, freely-available backup and recovery solutions for Unix, Linux, Windows and Mac OS X systems -- as well as various databases -- this new guide is a complete overhaul of Unix Backup & Recovery by the same author, now revised and expanded with over 75% new material.
...
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Fedora 10 and Red Hat Enterprise Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
As a market-leading, free, open-source Linux operating system (OS), Fedora 10 is implemented in Red Hat Enterprise Linux and serves as an excellent OS for those who want more frequent updates. Bestselling author Christopher Negus offers an ideal companion resource for both new and advanced Linux users. He presents clear, thorough instructions so...
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iWork '09 Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	A portable guide to the most-used features of iWork '09, Apple's office productivity suite


	Even in a down economy, Macs are enjoying increased popularity. iWork '09 provides an alternative to Microsoft Office. This guide covers the key skills, tools, and shortcuts to help you make the most of the iWork applications:...
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Sams Teach Yourself Samsung GALAXY Tab ™ in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself -- Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2011

	The Galaxy Tab hit the market with a bang! It’s the first 7-inch tablet to
	become available with the Android operating system (and a 10-inch version
	is just on the horizon), a popular open source OS that is extremely
	versatile, stable, and feature packed. Add in the ability for third-party software
	developers to create new...
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VMware Horizon Mirage EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Manage your entire desktop environment with a single management tool – VMware Horizon Mirage


	Overview

	
		Deliver a centralized Windows image management solution for physical, virtual, and BYOD
	
		Migrate seamlessly to new versions of operating systems with minimal user downtime
	...
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Shoestring Venture: The Startup BibleIuniverse Inc, 2008

	A Consultant in a Book

	For the millions who start a new business every year on the barest of resources, Shoestring Venture: The Startup Bible is like hiring a high-level consultant to deal with the bewildering maze of issues from finance to marketing to technology that all entrepreneurs...
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